The second part of our work is the Lavender Initiative. This initiative is a
practical focused effort to help different congregations make a transition
from conditional acceptance of LGBT individuals into to open communities. We are currently doing this with a parish in our community. While
The Lavender Convention is open to everyone in the greater community,
the Initiative requires a congregation to meet a qualifying threshold. The
congregation must welcome members of the LGBT Community without
restrictions or conditions that would not be required of other congregation members. Clearly, society is trending toward full acceptance and
inclusion of LGBT individuals into the main fabric of our Society. The
Lavender Initiative is that mechanism that supports congregations in
building that bridge as well. In addition, the initiative calls upon The
Lavender Convention to provide support, understanding of the challenge
congregations face, and education that allows congregations to become
comfortable with social change.
As we work in our community building, we do this by offering an invitation with our motto, “Come Join the Choir”. We have no political or legal
agenda. We work through a process of attraction rather than persuasion.
Our work is a matter of the heart, a work that will pay great dividends
in all of our diverse communities. We recommend that you read Emma’s
Story in our newsletter. Her human experience and realization that to be
whole requires a spiritual dimension illustrates why we do this work. The
LGBT Community differs from other minorities in its history and struggle with moral stigma. Our work is devoted to challenging the notion
that we as a group are morally and fundamentally defective. We seek to
build a community that can genuinely welcome us fully and completely.
Our society is a diverse tapestry framed by a common set of aspirations
and values. The Lavender Convention is an organization that aspires to
build a stronger community. We ask that you dream with us and join us
in this work.
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A Dream Called The Lavender Convention

he Lavender Convention emerged from a day dream in 2013. The
vision was a simple one; namely, a society that extends itself to include LGBT members as respected and full members of the greater
Community, including faith communities of all types. This vision was
one of inclusion; the dream had no boundaries which marginalized those
in the LGBT Community from practicing spirituality in a way that made
sense to the individual. There were two core elements in the day dream.
One element was the celebration of and invitation to join others in a
spiritual community without conditions. This was designed to welcome
members of faith communities as well as those in the Community that
had become alienated and estranged from any type of spiritual connection. This core element took the form of The Lavender Convention, an
event. The second core element of the Convention would be the formation of a way to help organizations and congregations of different types
welcome LGBT Community members into the heart of their own community. This became the Lavender Initiative. The Initiative was seen as
an opportunity to support any congregation in learning how to outreach
the LGBT Community and to support that congregation’s unique efforts
to become genuinely welcoming of LGBT members. The offer to support
communities of faith is dependent upon that congregation’s willingness
to incorporate members of the LGBT Community without conditions or
special requirements.
In looking back at that afternoon day dream, I still marvel at the fact that
this simple day dream could become a reality. Two simple ideas in this
day dream were to come alive. While this day dream seemed so real to
me, I must admit that it did not come with any type of blue print or plan.

What followed was my eager desire to share this day dream with my
minister, Bryan Jessup, of the Fresno Unitarian Universalist Church. I believed that in doing so he would surely see a way to make this happen. He
was excited with my vision of a better more loving Community. I felt that
I had completed my mission on that day. That was not to be the case. The
following Sunday, from the pulpit, he shared with that congregation the
dream, and in truth that was when The Lavender Convention was actually
born.
An actual Convention came into being composed of men and women
who seek equality particularly in matters of spirituality and faith. Participation in The Lavender Convention is not dictated by sexual orientation,
religious beliefs, or lack of religious beliefs. It does not matter if you are
Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh, Earth Centered, or a
Humanist with no religious beliefs; anyone who shares a fundamental
belief that we should treat others in ways we want to be treated is all that
is required. The Golden Rule is central to all faiths and spiritual practices,
a fundamental construct upon which our society is ordered! Yet, often
finds difficult to enact.
The mission of The Lavender Convention is to promote spirituality in
the LGBT Community and to seek integration with the greater community. The Lavender Convention realizes that the fulfillment of the dream
requires full partnership and participation with the greater Community.
From the Convention’s inception, it has been a joint venture between the
LGBT Community and our heterosexual partners. It is a community
building initiative. The Lavender Convention has a dual nature, as seen
from its inception. The first part of our work is the encouragement of
spirituality and celebration of our spiritual nature and human journey.
In honoring our spiritual journey we realize that we share this journey, a
quest to find the meaning of life just like others in our society. The Lavender Convention is a bridge for LGBT people to their innate and often
repressed spirituality. Our experience has shown us that many in the
Community have shunned the exploration of the meaning of life, rather,
accepting religious teachings that we are not worthy to aspire to matters
of faith, spirituality, and inclusion in expressions of spirituality.

